BUILT TO LAST
STUDDED “T” POSTS

Chicago Heights Steel’s traditional tee posts are built to last. Get superior strength and quality for the toughest
fencing applications for farm, ranch, home and commercial or industrial job site use.
Traditional tee posts from Chicago Heights Steel provide outstanding strength, ease of use and durability
for years to come. Strength, because our posts are rail steel. Easy to use, because they have extensive
applications, particularly for fencing on the farm or at home, and for chain-link fences. Durable, because there
is simply no other high carbon steel product which is produced and controlled as carefully as are rails.
Heavy, medium and light duty posts are available in the standard lengths of 6,7,8,9,10 and 12 feet. Posts are
simply driven into the ground, with no digging necessary. Wire clips provided with the posts quickly and firmly
secure fencing. A rugged anchor plate locks the studded tee post straight and stable in any type of soil.
What makes a tough competitor?
These studded tee posts are made from rail steel. Like the rails that support and flex under the weight of a
train, our posts have the same combination of strength and resiliency - guaranteeing a minimum yield point
of 50,000 PSI and an ultimate tensile strength greater than 80,000 PSI.
Posts are made weather resistant by applying an industrial quality finish coat of rust-inhibiting green
or orange paint, with other colors available. Some post tops include an accent color and can also be
reflectorized as a special order. Posts can also be hot-dip galvanized after fabrication.
Posts are packaged 5 to a bundle with a 200-piece master bundle.
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